




e-Mulyankan SOP 
 

This system facilitates complete process of Annual Performance Assessment Report 

through online for SO’s & OR’s. 

This feature can be accessible for all force personnel in e-Sangrahan application as “CISF APAR 

NGOs”. 

In this system two user roles are defined. 

 CUSTODIAN 

o Generates and forwards the APAR to Officer Reported upon. 

o Forwards the APAR to Officer Reported upon for disclosing the assessed APAR. 

o In case of Representation CUSTODIAN has to define Competent Authority. 

o Can upload signed PDF file of self appraisal on behalf of Officer Reported upon. 

o Can force forward a APAR. 

 USER 

1. Officer Reported upon. 

a. Has to fill and submit Self Appraisal 

2. Reporting Authority. 

a. Grades the PAR and forwards to Reviewing Authority. 

3. Reviewing Authority. 

a. Views the forwarded PAR from Reporting Authority. 

b. Grades the PAR and forwards to Accepting Authority. 

4. Accepting Authority. 

a. Views the Forwarded PAR from Reviewing Authority. 

b. Finalizes the grading for PAR and forwards to Custodian. 

5. Competent Authority. 

a. Responsible for Reassessing the PAR during Referral and Memorial 

against Assessment. 

Create Workflow:- 

 Before generating the APAR custodian must update/define workflow of officer reported upon. 

To create workflow go to “Create Workflow” tab. 



  

Here custodian has to select Reporting, Reviewing and Accepting authorities of Officer reported 
upon and click on “Save” button. 

Note:-  

1. Custodian can also search any officer reported upon by entering CISF Number. 

2. If Reporting, Reviewing and Accepting authorities are not posted in their unit select “Not 
in List” option, further select unit name where they are presently posted.  

          

After updating the workflow Custodian may generate APAR. 

 

Generation of APAR:- 
 

To generate new PAR click on APAR generation tab and fill all details i.e 

Assessment Year, Force Number, from date, to date, and form type. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

There two types of forms are available. 
 

1. Non-Initiating Certificate. 

2. APAR FORM 

Non-Initiating Certificate:- 
 

 

 

Note:- For NIC reason(due to) must be filled. 



APAR FORM:- 
 

 

Before generating all details should be cross verified. 

Note:- Any discrepancy in data, rectify in online PIS then generate APAR Form. 
 

Inbox:- 
 

To fill self appraisal go to My APAR tab. 
 

Click on Open button to see Part-I and fill Part-II 

 



 
 

Note:- After filling self appraisal click on “SUBMIT TO REPORTING AUTHORITY” button. 

Once user submits self appraisal this can be track in My APAR under Sent Tab. 
 
 
 

 
ASSESS APAR:- 



To assess APAR by Reporting, Reviewing and Accepting authority go to ASSESS APAR 

under INBOX tab. 

Grading should be done accordingly. 
 

Once user submits PAR this can be track in ASSESS APAR under Sent Tab. 

 

DISCLOSE APAR:- 

 Custodian can disclose the PAR after completion of assessment by ACCEPTING 

AUTHORITY. 

 Officer Reported upon can either ACCEPT or Put For Representation the disclosed 

APAR. 

 

 
Force Forward:- 

 

Custodian has rights to force forward any APAR using “FORCE FORWARD” option. 
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